3rd Nilgiri Landscape Restoration Drive

In the Slopes of Highly Endangered Grasslands

Tackle Pine and Wattle Sapling Invasion

joining the efforts of the Tamilnadu Forest Department

organized by Gurukula Botanical Sanctuary

1st to 5th of June 2012

Calling Interested volunteers (16 and above). Involves hard work using tools like machetes, crowbars etc. for the full duration of the program. The ecology, need and the state will be taught and discussed while in the National Park!

Food and accommodation (basic) are taken care of. Participants should arrange travel to and fro the NP (there is one local bus from Ooty) and other things needed for the program which we will let you know about subsequently.

Note: This is not a trekking program

We will be working through the days on certain slopes

Made possible by the Green Phoenix Fund for Ecological Restoration (GBS)

To take part and for further details write to:
Suprabha Seshan – jungler@gmail.com
Godwin Vasanth Bosco - vasanthgodwin@yahoo.co.in

We are looking for 15 more volunteers to join the group, so let us know by the 24th